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Explorer4D™ Treatment Planning System
Receives FDA Approval
San Diego, CA, January 19, 2010 - American Radiosurgery, Inc., announced today that its 510(k)
submission for the Explorer4D™ Treatment Planning System (TPS) has received FDA clearance.
The Explorer4D Treatment Planning System is a sophisticated software package that optimizes dose
planning for use with the Rotating Gamma Systems®, a line of radiosurgery devices used in the noninvasive treatment of brain tumors and brain disorders.
Mr. John Clark, Chairman and CEO of American Radiosurgery commented on the notification of
FDA clearance, “The inclusion of Explorer4D on the treatment planning software market raises the
bar for dose planning in radiosurgery. This product gives our neurosurgeons and radiation
oncologists unparalleled access to targets and helps assure maximum radiation safety.”
The Explorer4D TPS differs from comparable products in that it runs on open-source OsiriX™
medical image viewing software. The software provides real time dose calculations and updates as
well as automatic skin detection and easy monitoring of point dose distribution.
Mr. Clark added, “The Explorer4D stands alone in its ability to facilitate intensity modulated
radiosurgery (IMRS). This means we can turn radioactive sources on and off during patient
treatments, eliminating the need to manually plug or shut collimators. Explorer4D allows us to
expedite patient treatment time with minimal risk of radiation to surrounding healthy tissue.”
American Radiosurgery, Inc., is based in San Diego, California and is a neurosurgical/radiosurgical
device company providing advanced technology for the non-invasive treatment of brain tumors and
other brain disease entities.
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